Sub: Book “Intelligent Otherwise’ Identifying Understanding and Tackling Learning Disabilities in Children”

Book Intelligent Otherwise written by Mrs Meenakshi Dave and published by Wisdom Tree (2009) deal with identifying, understanding and tackling learning disabilities in children. The book was got viewed by special project coordinator (IE-SSA) and as per her view the books will be useful for orienting general teachers. The book guide parents and teachers to effectively handle the learning difficulties, to become aware and to appreciate the uniqueness of these children so as to provide opportunities for them to learn and evolve. The book is simple reader friendly and it is felt that the same will be useful in our school system.

Keeping in view the above assessment of state project coordinator (IE-SSA), the Heads of Schools of DoE are hereby requested to take a decision to pick up copies of the Book as per their requirements for school libraries so that the teachers as well as parents can benefit. The full address of the publisher is indicated below:

Wisdom Tree
4779/23 Ansari Road, Daryaganj,
New Delhi. Ph: 23247966, 23247967
E-mail: wisdomtree@vsnl.com
Website: www.wisdomtreeindia.com

(Ritu Marwaha)
Dy. Director of Education
DDE (IEDC)
JEDSS
Dte. of Education
Govt. of NCT Delhi
Begampur, New Delhi.

Dated 2/12/09

No - 9791/EDcA/09

All the Heads of Govt Schools
Under DoE

OS (IT) for uploading.